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Celebrating Ms. Padma M. Bhonsle’s Birthday
Pune, Maharashtra | April 18th, 2022
Falling on April 18th is our revered and beloved Ms. Padma M.
Bhonsle’s birthday. Ms. Bhonsle is the vice chairperson of the Pimpri
Chinchwad Education Trust, and the Manager of S.B. Patil Public
School, Ravet.
The plans and preparations for the big day
began days before. And on the morning of
April 18th, 2022, Ms. Suchita Phulari and Ms.
Yogita Deshmukh decorated the entrance with rangoli. The celebration began in fullswing at three in the afternoon.
Audience to the event were the primary and
secondary teachers; the principal, Dr. Saini;
vice principal, Ms. Padmavati Banda; and
sub-coordinator, Ms. Nirupama Kale. With
anchoring and the opening speech by Ms.
Vandana
Sangle,
the
celebration
commenced with a birthday video by Rohit
Sarkar. Following this was a lively dance
performance by Mr. Ajay Chawaria, Ms. Varsha Kulkarni, Ms. Priyanka Choudhary and Ms. Gladys Stanley.
A medley of splendid and mesmersing birthday songs were sung by
Mr. Prathamesh Inamdar, Ms. Sulochana Pawar, Ms. Maithili R. and
Mr. Kuldeep Ghadge.
Ms.
Bhonsle
came
forward
and
wholeheartedly thanked everyone for all the
efforts and hard work involved in putting up
such wonderful, creative and enthusiastic
performances. She went on to speak on how Shri S.B. Patil sir dreamt of uplifting the
youth through quality education thus establishing the PCET. She elaborated on how the
Trust has come a long way since its founding in 1991 with courses like polytechnic,
engineering, architecture, management, research and
computer applications.
Ms. Bhonsle appreciated the entire faculty for their outstanding
efforts and dedication towards work especially during the
pandemic, also stating how S.B. Patil Public School is so
renowned that people from all over Pune want to mentioning
that a new academic institute: the PCET University near Kamshet is underway. In closing
she thanked everyone again mentioning how we are on a path to progress with so
much yet to accomplish.

Dr. Bindu Saini too spoke and shared her

feelings, describing how Ms. Bhonsle is and always will be a mentor and guide to us all; and that it is with the
efforts of Ms. Bhonsle and under the guidance of the Board of Trustees, that we have reached the status and
pedestal we are on now.
In closing, Ms. Sangle applauded Ms. Bhonsle saying, “…she carries
on her shoulders such a paramount responsibility, and carrying it with
a ne’er-fading smile on her face. Her presence radiates confidence
and motivates us all. S.B. Patil Public School has completed ten years,
and we are so very thankful to Padmatai for being with us through
every step of the past decade, and sharing with us these joyful
moments. After this, all the staff gathered around as Ms. Bhonsle cut
the birthday cake with all singing, “Happy Birthday to You” in chorus.
Everyone present came up and congratulated Ms. Bhonsle who did
not hesitate to click pictures and selfies with all the staff. So beloved is
our mentor that two members from the PCET especially came to the
school campus to wish Ms. Bhonsle. Our very own canteen owners, Mr.
Amol Thube and Mr. Mayur Kalbhor gifted Ms. Bhonsle with a bonsai.
We thank every faculty
member who helped and
contributed to making Ms. Bhonsle’s birthday celebration a success
right from all those who made the rangoli to everyone to set up,
partook and performed in the programme. We thank Ms. Monu
Dekate for overseeing the setting-up; Mr. Manish Dhekale for
managing the event; Mr. Sanjay Vispute and Ms. Kranti Kulkarni for
the board decorations; Ms. Varsha Kulkarni for the table decorations;
the principal and vice principal for overseeing the whole event.

